FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS

How Advanced Metering Works
2

The meters send energy-use information through a secure
wireless network to City Light using radio frequency.

ADVANCED METERING
More Power in Your Hands

Seattle City Light is the nation’s greenest utility. We are committed to providing you with industry-leading service and
reliability while empowering you to make energy-saving choices. As part of this commitment, we are scheduled to begin
replacing electric meters with advanced meters in 2017.

1 Advanced meters collect
energy-use information.
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City Light receives energy-use information
and stores it securely in the network
for billing and other customer service
activities.
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Advanced Metering is a safe and proven technology that is widely used across the US. More than 500 utilities across
the nation already use this technology, with 50 million advanced meters installed at 43 percent of American households
(Institute for Electric Innovation, 2014).

You have questions. We have answers.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
WHY IS SEATTLE CITY LIGHT INSTALLING ADVANCED METERS?
Seattle is visionary, high-tech and one of the fastest growing cities in the country. It’s important that we keep pace with its
increasingly complex energy needs and provide effective service to meet its growth. Advanced Metering is a building block for a
more efficient electric system, often called the smart grid.

LEARN MORE

Our electric distribution system was built in the early 1900s and many of the meters we use today have changed little over the
last 100 years. These meters have reached the end of their lifespan and need to be updated. Advanced Metering can help us
deliver electric services more efficiently and put our customers in greater control of their energy use.

Email: SCL_Advanced_Metering@seattle.gov

WHAT IS ADVANCED METERING AND HOW DOES IT WORK?

Web: seattle.gov/light/meters
Phone: 206.727.8777
Facebook: Facebook.com/SeattleCityLight
Twitter: @SEACityLight

An advanced meter collects energy-use information, measured in kilowatt hours, just as today’s meters do. The energy-use
information is then sent to City Light through a secure wireless network and is safely stored on City Light servers for customer
billing. Meter readers will no longer need to visit homes and businesses to manually record information every two months.
Customer billing, which today is done every other month, will eventually change to monthly.

HOW DO I KNOW IF I WILL RECEIVE AN ADVANCED METER AT MY HOME OR BUSINESS?
If you are a City Light customer, you will receive a new meter. City Light will notify customers well in advance of installing meters.

PROGRAM CONTACT INFORMATION:
EMAIL: SCL_Advanced_Metering@seattle.gov
WEB: seattle.gov/light/meters
PHONE: 206.727.8777
February 2016
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QUICK FACTS
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With Advanced Metering and fewer meter-reading vehicles on the road, City Light can reduce carbon
emissions by roughly 72 tons of CO2 each year
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As of 2014, US electric utilities had installed about 50 million advanced meters across the country
(US Energy Information Administration)
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Our advanced meters will transmit data wirelessly for less than 90 seconds in a day

HOW CAN ADVANCED METERING SAVE ME MONEY?
With the ability to view energy-use information daily,
customers will be able to make more informed energy-use
decisions. This means identifying peak times of use and
ways to reduce consumption, which in turn can reduce
costs. The new meters also provide several efficiencies for
the utility, creating cost savings that can be passed down to
customers.

HOW WILL ADVANCED METERING BENEFIT THE
ENVIRONMENT?
Today, meter readers drive more than 200,000 miles
throughout the service area annually to record customer
data. That represents 72.3 tons of CO2. With fewer meterreading vehicles on the road, City Light can spend less on
carbon offsets and fuel, producing savings and low rates for
customers.

HOW WILL CITY LIGHT PROTECT MY PRIVACY?
We are serious when it comes to protecting the personal
information of our customers. Personally identifying
information (such as name, address, or account number)
is not stored in the meter nor is it sent through the wireless
network. Only the meter number and the amount of energy
a customer uses will be relayed through the wireless
network.

Our privacy practices are consistent with the City of Seattle
Privacy Initiative to ensure customer information is kept
private.

WILL MY ENERGY-USE INFORMATION BE SECURE?
Now that energy-use information is sent through a wireless
network, it is important that we maintain customer privacy
and protect the network. The Advanced Metering wireless
network will have multiple layers of protection, similar to
security used with online banking and ATM machines.
All transmitted information will be secure and protected
through encryption within the network.

Advanced meters result in much lower levels of radio
frequency exposure than many common household electric
devices. In fact, exposure levels are many times lower than
with a cell phone held to the ear (see figure below).

create an opt-out program to establish the terms and
conditions. More information will be provided on the website
in the coming months.

IS ADVANCED METERING SAFE?

The estimated cost of the Advanced Metering program is
$94 million. Funds for the program are accounted for in
the projected rates outlined in our six-year strategic plan.
Customers will not see any additional fees related to the
installation of Advanced Metering.

After extensive research and consultation with leading
experts, we are confident advanced meters are safe. The
science shows that radio frequency emissions typical of many
common household devices, like advanced meters, do not
affect health (California Council on Science and Technology,
2011).

HOW MUCH WILL THIS COST?

Radio frequency emissions from advanced meters are
far below the limits set by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC). One study for the state of Vermont found
that radio frequency levels at one foot from the meter are
about 1,500 times below the exposure limits (Richard Tell
Associates, Inc., 2013).

WHAT IF I DON’T WANT AN ADVANCED METER?
Customers will have the choice to opt out of receiving an
advanced meter. Customers who choose to opt out will
continue to pay for meter reading service. City Light will

Advanced meters send
your energy-use information
to City Light through
wireless technology

WHO OWNS THE METER?
City Light owns the meters and the customer owns the
meter base to which the meter connects. Before installation,
every meter base will be inspected for possible existing
safety hazards so repairs can be made, if needed.

HOW DO ADVANCED METERS USE WIRELESS
TECHNOLOGY?
Advanced Metering uses low-energy radio frequency waves
to send customers’ energy-use information to City Light
through a secure wireless network. Radio frequency is a
form of electromagnetic energy that moves through the
space around us. It is used with many everyday devices
such as baby monitors, cell phones, and WiFi routers.

Seattle City Light is dedicated to exceeding our customers’ expectations in
producing and delivering environmentally responsible, safe, low-cost, and
reliable power.

PROGRAM BACKGROUND
As outlined in our strategic plan, Seattle City Light will replace more than 410,000 electric meters with advanced meters.
Advanced Metering is one of several strategic initiatives to build a smarter grid and benefit our customers. It will modernize
City Light’s operations, improve service to our customers and support our efforts to remain the nation’s greenest utility. Meter
installation is scheduled to begin in 2017.

